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I. Introduction and Objectives 

The emergence of hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites (HOIPs) as active components in 

solar cells has sparked a rapidly growing interest in the scientific community. A steep rise 

was witnessed in the power conversion efficiencies, which currently peaks at a certified 

value of 22.1 %.  

HOIPs are extremely versatile, as a large portion of elements (or even organic 

molecules) can be used as the building blocks of the perovskite lattice. The criteria that these 

elements must meet are mainly size constraints (i.e., Goldschmidt tolerance and octahedral 

factor). This interchangeability in composition is the reason behind the fact that several 

properties of HOIPs are exceptionally fine-tunable. 

Simple solution processes can be used to prepare efficient HOIP based materials 

(e.g., one-step, two-step and vacuum assisted processes). Throughout the years several 

different methods (or improvements on an already existing one) aimed to gain better control 

over the crystallization process of HOIPs. The optoelectronic properties of HOIPs show 

extreme tunability and versatility. Their large absorption coefficient and composition 

dependent bandgap makes them ideal materials for light absorbing and emitting 

applications. The charge carrier generation in these materials is mainly non-excitonic in 

nature (low exciton binding energy), which ensures efficient charge carrier generation. 

Furthermore, their defect tolerant crystal structure (e.g., dominance of shallow point defects 

and the absence of impurity states) suppress charge carrier recombination processes and their 

ambipolar charge transport improves charge carrier extraction. These qualities are the 

underlying reasons for the remarkable efficiency of the derived solar cells. 

Currently the limiting factor of the commercialization of HOIP based devices is their 

sensitivity towards several environmental factors (e.g., humidity, heat, light). Furthermore, 

device architecture, operational conditions (such as built in electric fields) and other 

components of the devices (interfacial layers, electrode corrosion) can also detrimentally 

affect device performance. 

Electrochemistry as a characterization tool, has started to gain a foothold in the 

evaluation of HOIP materials. Currently the field is in its infancy, however the first studies 

are already available of HOIP based electrodes in different electrochemical applications 

(e.g., Li-ion batteries, electrochemiluminescence). Electrochemical techniques can offer 

valuable information about the charge carrier generation and transport in HOIPs. With the 

aid of coupled techniques, chemical changes upon charge carrier generation can also be 
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unraveled. Fundamental optoelectronic properties can also be studied (e.g., band edge 

positions, distribution of trap states). In addition, electrochemical methods can be also used 

as synthetic tools. The use of HOIP photoelectrodes to drive certain reduction reactions (e.g., 

CO2 reduction) is an especially lucrative concept. Furthermore, electrochemistry can also 

aid the assembly of HOIP based devices. All these opportunities call for coherent stability 

tests, so the degradation of the HOIP based electrodes could be avoided. 

During my research I aimed to find answers to the questions raised in the 

introduction: 

 What is the impact of long-term light irradiation (or light soaking) on the 

performance of mixed halide perovskite solar cells? 

 What is the electrochemical window to safely conduct electrochemical experiments 

and what are the redox events that were left unexplained? 

 How does the nature of the electron transport layer/perovskite interface influence 

the charge recombination process? 

 Is it possible to employ electrochemical deposition methods and use conducting 

polymers as hole transport layers in HOIP based solar cells in a n-i-p design? 

As the first step, I aimed to establish a solvent/electrolyte system, where 

electrochemical measurements could be carried out. For these experiments, the chosen 

model systems were FTO/TiO2/CsPbBr3 and FTO/TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3. My aim was to 

identify the redox alterations of these materials and to ultimately determine an 

electrochemical stability window. As a next step, I coupled transient absorption spectroscopy 

with electrochemical methods to elucidate the role of TiO2 in the charge recombination 

process. As electrochemistry can be also used as a synthetic tool, I also investigated the 

electrosynthesis of a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxithiophene) (PEDOT) hole transport layer in 

CH3NH3PbI3 electrodes, thus forming a regular n-i-p junction solar cell. As an introduction 

to solar cell characterization, I also studied the interaction of light with mixed halide solar 

cells. I investigated the effect of phase segregation on the optical and electronic properties 

of mixed halide solar cells.
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II. Experimental Methods 

The presented work relies on three different architectures (Figure 1). The PSCs consisted of a 

FTO layer coated with a thin blocking-TiO2 layer, a mesoporous-TiO2 layer, the perovskite 

absorber layer, a spiro-MeOTAD layer and a gold contact completed the solar cell (Figure 1A). 

To study light induced segregation phenomena solar cell architectures without the top gold 

contact were also prepared (Figure 1B). To mimic the solar cell architectures, the electrodes 

for the electrochemistry studies were prepared almost identically. The preparation procedure 

was the same until the perovskite deposition. A thinner layer of perovskite was used, to ensure 

significant transmittance of the layers in a wide wavelength range. In the case of electrodes, the 

upper HTL and gold contacts were omitted (Figure 1C). 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the different architectures used throughout the 

experiments. A: Complete solar cell, B: partially complete solar cell, and C: electrode. 

The electrochemical measurements were carried out with a Gamry potentiostat in a 

standard three-electrode setup. The FTO/TiO2/perovskite electrodes functioned as the working 

electrode, a Pt mesh (1 cm2) as the counterelectrode (cleaned by “Piranha solution”, water and 

finally dicholormethane), and a Ag/AgCl wire as a pseudo-reference electrode. Its potential was 

calibrated before and after the experiments, by measuring the formal potential of the 

ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple in dichloromethane (0.01 M ferrocene and 0.1 M 

Bu4NPF6). Cyclic voltammetry was used, and the formal potential was found to be E = +0.45 

± 0.04 V vs. our Ag/AgCl. All cells were assembled in a glovebox (N2 atmosphere, H2O < 0.1 

ppm, O2 < 0.1 ppm) and sealed hermetically to ensure inert conditions. To determine the 

electrochemical stability window spectroelectrochemical measurements were carried out. The 

electrochemical cell was placed in a spectrophotometer (Varian Cary 50 Bio) and the spectra 

of the electrode was recorded during cyclic voltammetry scans. Separate experiments were 
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carried out for the identification of the oxidation and the reduction events. By correlating these 

redox events on the voltammograms with the absorbance changes, the stability window of the 

electrodes was determined. 

The electrodeposition of PEDOT hole transporter on the FTO/TiO2/CH3NH3PbI3 

electrodes was carried out from a 0.01 M bis-EDOT and 0.1 M Bu4NPF6 containing 

dichloromethane electrolyte. The deposition potential and the growth of the PEDOT layers were 

monitored by potentiodynamic methods coupled with spectroelectrochemistry. Ultimately, 

however potentiostatic deposition was used to control the thickness of the deposited PEDOT 

layers, by controlling the polymerization charge density. To remove the contribution of the 

charging/discharging of the electrochemical double layer to the passed charge density a 

pretreatment step was introduced prior to the electrodeposition at E = +0.5 V for 60 s in the 

polymerization media. After the polymerization was finished the solar cells were rinsed with 

dichloromethane (as-is solar cells). 

A Clark MXR-2010 laser system (775 nm fundamental, 1 mJ/pulse, FWHM=150 fs, 1 

kHz repetition rate) was used to perform the ultrafast transient spectroelectrochemistry 

measurements. The fundamental beam was separated in an intensity ratio of 95/5, where the 95 

% was doubled in frequency to generate the 387 nm excitation pump. The remaining 5 % was 

used to generate a white light continuum via a CaF2 crystal. This light was used as the probe 

for all measurements. The intensity of the excitation pump was modulated so that the maximum 

change in absorbance remained constant in all measurements (A520nm ~ −0.25), which 

corresponded to a pump excitation of about 12 μJ cm−2. This was done to ensure that similar 

amounts of charge carriers were generated in each measurement. A three-armed 

electrochemical cell with a fused silica cuvette body was placed at the spatial overlap of the 

pump and the probe. The electrode was kept at a constant potential while the transient 

absorption spectra were recorded. The sampling spot was adjusted between every measurement 

to ensure the sampling of a fresh electrode area.  

To induce phase segregation in mixed halide solar cells, they were subjected to white 

light irradiation with an incident power density of 100 mW cm−2 for 30 minutes. The light from 

a Xe-lamp source was passed through an AM 1.5 filter beforehand. To ensure that thermal 

effects have miniscule contribution to the phase segregation process, a water filter was placed 

in front of the samples. After the light irradiation the solar cells were placed in a dark chamber, 

where the recovery process immediately began. 
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The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed with a PHI VersaProbe II 

system. The binding energy scale was corrected by fixing the main C 1s component to 284.8 

eV, corresponding to the adventitious carbon.  

Top-down and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were 

captured using a FEI Helios NanoLab™ DualBeam™ instrument. 

X-Ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected using a Bruker D8 DISCOVER 

instrument with Cu K X-ray source ( = 1.5406 Å), in the 20−80 ° range, with a 2 ° min−1 scan 

rate. 

Raman spectroscopic measurements were performed on a DXR Raman Microscope 

using a green laser (= 532 nm), operating at 10 mW laser power at room temperature. 

The characterization of the solar cells was performed in a 2-electrode setup on a 

Princeton Applied Research PARStat 2273 potentiostat under 1 sun conditions. The voltage 

was swept with a 50 mV s−1 sweep rate. 

The incident photon to current efficiency (IPCE) measurements were taken with a 

Newport Oriel Quantum Efficiency Measurement System.   
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III. Summary of New Scientific Results 

T1 The electrochemical stability window was determined for two hybrid organic-

inorganic perovskites (CH3NH3PbI3 and CsPbBr3) using spectroelectrochemical 

measurements. 

Bu4NPF6/dichloromethane was found to be a suitable electrolyte to conduct electrochemical 

measurements, because even after 2 hours no sign of substantial degradation of the electrodes 

was observed. Spectroelectrochemical experiments revealed multiple redox events coupled to 

distinct absorbance change of the layers. Ultimately a  −1.0 V – +0.6 V vs Ag/AgCl for CsPbBr3 

and −0.65 V – +0.55 V vs Ag/AgCl for CH3NH3PbI3 stability window was determined. 

T2 The degradation pathways of FTO/TiO2/CsPbBr3 electrodes outside of their 

electrochemical stability window were identified and characterized.  

XPS and XRD studies revealed that during oxidation CsPF6 is formed on the electrode surface, 

together with the dissolution of the perovskite structure. This degradation is accompanied by 

morphological changes, as SEM images revealed the formation of rectangular particles on the 

surface of the electrodes, together with the partial dissolution of the layers (through the 

formation of Pb2+ and Br−). During reduction, the formation of Pb was observed, which is 

partially re-oxidized to PbO upon air exposure. The morphology of the electrodes was also 

heavily impacted, as the degradation was severe enough to expose the underlying TiO2 layer. 

Furthermore, formation of dendritic structures was also seen on certain parts of the electrodes. 

T3 The in situ combination of transient absorption spectroscopy with electrochemical 

techniques was achieved. The combined technique was capable of probing the 

effect of external bias on the charge carrier recombination kinetics of 

FTO/TiO2/CsPbBr3 electrodes. 

On FTO/TiO2/CsPbBr3 electrodes the rate constant of charge carrier recombination showed 

small variation at 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl and more negative potentials. On the other hand, at more 

positive than 0.0 V vs. Ag/AgCl, a faster decay kinetics was observed. Since electrons were 

depleted from the TiO2 layer under anodic bias, photogenerated electrons in CsPbBr3 were 

injected into the TiO2 film. This competing charge injection process resulted in faster bleaching 

recovery at anodic bias. 

T4 Transient spectroelectrochemical measurements revealed that the substrate had a 

pronounced effect on the charge carrier recombination kinetics of CsPbBr3 

electrodes. 
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Experiments on FTO/CsPbBr3 (i.e., without TiO2 layer) showed that the bleaching recovery 

was not influenced by the applied electrochemical bias (within the studied time-range). 

T5 Light induced phase segregation in mixed halide perovskite solar cells affected 

both their optical and electronic properties. 

After 30 minutes of white light illumination of CH3NH3PbBr1.5I1.5 solar cells a decrease in 

absorbance at 620 nm was observed, which suggests the disappearance of the mixed halide 

phase. Simultaneously, a concurrent increase in the absorption at shorter and longer 

wavelengths was observed that represented the formation of bromide and iodide rich phases. 

This segregation process had a marked impact on the IPCE values. Inducing segregation caused 

a 50 % drop in the IPCE, which detrimentally affected the performance of such solar cells. 

T6 The phase segregation process was found to be reversible, when the devices were 

stored in the dark. However, the recovery of the optical and electronic properties 

occurred on a different timescale. 

The complete recovery time of the absorbance was found to be less than 3 hours. However, the 

recovery of the IPCE was a much slower process, as it took up to 36 hours. The slower recovery 

of the electronic properties suggests that charge carrier extraction from the devices was 

hindered. This was attributed to the lingering effect of the formed residual traps in the devices. 

T7 Electrodeposition was used to deposit poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) hole 

transporter on CH3NH3PbI3 electrodes forming a regular n-i-p junction solar cell. 

For the electrodeposition of PEDOT the monomer bis-EDOT was used to ensure conservation 

of the CH3NH3PbI3 layer. Potentiostatic electropolymerization allowed the deposition of 

PEDOT with controlled thicknesses, by controlling the polymerization charge density. 

T8 The properties of the hole transporting material (thickness, oxidation state) 

affected the efficiency of the prepared solar cells. 

To improve the efficiency of the prepared solar cells, electrochemical post-treatment techniques 

were used. The reduction of the PEDOT layer improved the open-circuit voltage of the devices. 

This post-reduction step, however degraded the underlying CH3NH3PbI3 layers. Three milder 

post-reduction techniques were evaluated and a champion device with a power conversion 

efficiency of 5.9 % was achieved. We carried out femtosecond transient absorption 

spectroscopic measurements on the champion architecture. These studies revealed that 

electrodeposited PEDOT was indeed an effective hole transporter for perovskite solar cells.  
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